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Thin (40 cm) first-year ice, clouds, 
and a seal near Barrow, Alaska – June 

2016



Observed Arctic Sea Ice Loss



Summer 
absorbed 

shortwave 
radiation is 
increasing.

Summer Arctic 
sea ice 

concentrations 
are decreasing.

Figure from Kay et al. 2016 Review Paper
DOI: 10.1007/s40641-016-0051-9 



Observations show small impact of cloud-sea 
ice feedbacks on observed warming

Morrison et al. 2018 - JGR

No evidence for summer
cloud-sea ice feedback

Weak cloud-sea ice feedback in Fall –
shortwave and longwave compensate.
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MODIS Visible Image September 30, 2007



CESM1 matches observations: no change in summer, more 
clouds over open water than over sea ice in fall

Summer

Fall

Morrison et al. (in review)



What tools are best for
Detection and Attribution of human-

caused Arctic change?

https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/10.1175/BAMS-D-13-00255.1



Introduce CESM1 1850 control run
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Annual mean surface air temperature (°C)



CESM Large Ensemble

Figure from Kay et al. 2015 (BAMS), a « hot » paper cited 520+ times

Generate 
ensemble w/
round-off air 
temperature 
differences



Let’s use climate models to 
understand Arctic sea ice trends

Assumption: Climate models represent the key 
processes affecting sea ice trends.



CESM-LE
1979-2013

CESM-LE
1850

Observed 
1979-2013

Figure from A. Jahn based on the CESM-CAM5 large ensemble.
Results consistent with CCSM4 (Kay et al. 2011 GRL)

Modeled vs. Observed
September sea ice trends

1. Observed sea 
ice loss cannot 
be explained by 
natural variability 
alone. 

2. Individual 
climate model 
simulations can 
reproduce the 
observed ice 
loss, but the 
ensemble spread 
is large.



Arctic sea ice loss

Adapted from Figure 1 Kirchmeier-Young et al. 2017



September Arctic Sea Ice Extent



September Arctic Sea Ice Extent



Can we detect the emergence of forced 
change with current and future 

satellites?



Context from the 2018 NASA Decadal Survey…



CloudSat (radar) measures
Arctic precipitation
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Camron et al. (in prep)



Comparing modeled and observed 
clouds and precipitation is difficult…

why?

Let’s discuss!



Climate 
Model Satellite 

simulator

Simulators help to reliably compare remote 
sensing observations to models

Trusted 
comparison Satellite 

retrieval Observed 
radiances

Take Home Message: When satellite simulators accurately 
mimic the observational process, they enable “apple-to-
apple” comparisons between models and observations.



Established Example: Satellite simulators 
for clouds and precipitation (“COSP”)

COSP Description Paper – Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2011
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/10.1175/2011BAMS2856.1



Figure from Kay et al. 2016 - DOI: 10.1007/s40641-016-0051-9 

Demonstrating the importance of 
simulators for model evaluation



Can we detect the emergence of forced 
change in clouds and precipitation with 

current and future satellites?



Results from a single ensemble member offshoot 
experiment from the CESM Large Ensemble.  



Also works for precipitation E.g., summer Arctic rain



1) Forced Arctic climate change is currently emerging 
above internal climate variability. Timing depends 

on the metric for emergence and the physical 
variable under consideration.

2) Large initial condition ensembles and simulators 
provide essential tools for connecting models and 

observations to understand the emergence of 
forced climate change in the Arctic.

Summary – Kay et al.



EXTRA



Notes on Variables –
Variables in red are from the satellite simulators

CLDTOT is the model total cloud cover. 

CLDLOW is the model low cloud cover. 

CLDTOT_CAL is the total cloud fraction detected by a lidar (like 
CALIPSO)

CLDLOW_CAL is the low cloud fraction detected by a lidar (like 
CALIPSO)

SNOW is the annual mean snow amount. 

RAIN is the annual mean rain amount. 

RADAR_SNOW is the average annual frequency of snow detected 
by a 94 GHz radar (like CloudSat). 

RADAR_RAIN is the average annual frequency of rain detected by a 
94 GHz radar (like CloudSat). 



Challenge: How can you leverage a large ensemble 
if you only have one member with your diagnostics?

CESM Large Ensemble



CloudSat (radar) and CALIOP (lidar) measure Arctic 
clouds/precipitation and their vertical structure

December 2006           



Can Arctic sea ice 
extent increase in a 

warming world?

Figure modified from Kay, Holland, Jahn (2011)

Yes.



What has 
happened and 

what will 
happen under 
large increases 
in greenhouse 

gases (1000 
ppm CO2 

equivalent by 
2100)?



How predictable is the timing of a 
summer ice-free Arctic?

Internal 
variability 

introduces ~20 
year uncertainty 
in the exact year 
when the Arctic 
goes ice-free in 

September.

Jahn et al. 2016 GRL



Arctic (70-90 N) Surface Air Temperature in the CESM-LE
When does a detectable forced climate change signal emerge?

Figure courtesy Marika Holland/NSF 2018 Polar Modeling Workshop



CESM-LE Monthly Mean Arctic Surface Air Temperature 
1850 histograms vs. 2006-2015 histograms

Figure courtesy Marika Holland/NSF 2018 Polar Modeling Workshop



MODIS Visible Image July 23, 2007


